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How to Succeed in this Class

• Keep up! Don't fall behind on reading, listening, and doing assignments! University goes at 
a different pace than high school. New material is covered once and just once. There will be 
no going over the same thing again and again - if you fall behind, you stay behind. Unless 
you are an Einstein, there is no way to do well in this class merely by attending lectures - 
you must think about the material more than 3 or 5 hours a week if you want it to sink in. 
And if you are planning on not attending lectures, well, think again. Most people find it very 
hard to pace their own studies without a human contact; if you'll try, you are likely to 
discover the hard way that you belong to the majority. 

• Take your own class notes, in your own handwriting, and strive to make them as complete as 
possible. Writing "burns" things into your brain and forces you to keep from daydreaming. 
And nothing beats reading your own notes when you review the material later on. 

• If in high school you were the best in your class in math, now remember that everybody 
around you was the same. You may find that what was enough then simply doesn't cut it any 
more. Try to catch that early in the year! 

• Math is about understanding, not about memorizing. To understand is to internalize; it is to 
come to the point where whatever the professor does on the blackboard or whatever is 
printed in the books becomes yours; it is to come to the point where you appreciate why 
everything is done the way it is done, what does it mean, what are the reasons and 
motivations and what is it all good for. Don't settle for less! 

• Keep asking yourself questions; many of them will be answered in class, but not all. 
Remember the old Chinese proverb: 

 

"Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself"
"师傅领进门,修⾏靠个⼈!"


